DataStealth
Because Intruders Cannot Steal What Is Not There

A proven, patented, paradigm-shifting data security solution
that provides the highest degree of data protection
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Securing Enterprise Data and Documents Faster and Easier
DataStealth is a revolutionary approach to data and document protection, one that truly
achieves what no other available data security technology can. DataStealth prevents hackers from accessing and stealing your sensitive information.
Isn't that way too bold a claim?
Not at all. We will be bolder. Had DataStealth been employed instead of more traditional
solutions, most companies that have been breached would not have had their most valuable asset stolen ... their customer data and confidential documents.
With DataStealth, Intruders Cannot Steal What Is Not There.

data protection platform that obfuscates data

What is DataStealth?
The industry focus is on access management, perimeter protection and alert/monitoring solutions, yet network breaches continue to
occur at pandemic levels. Traditional solutions do not solve the problem. Companies continue to be breached, their data compromised, and in many cases, they end up on the front page of mainstream media, affecting customer confidence and diminishing
shareholder value.
DataStealth is a unique patented data security solution that applies data policies to network traffic in real-time. It inspects network
traffic at the packet level, extracts sensitive data based on configurable policies, and replaces the sensitive data with benign substitutes. Because only substitute data lands in your protected environment, in the event of a network breach or unauthorized access,
there is nothing for intruders to steal. When you require the real data, it is immediately accessible at any time, only for authorized
users, only for authorized use cases.
For organizations dealing with strict privacy, compliance, governance, and regulatory requirements, DataStealth is the solution that
rises above the rest. With DataStealth, you can protect your data at the most granular level without the need for complicated
development cycles and time-consuming installations on end-user devices.

Customer Success Stories
PCI Compliance

Reduce the scope of your PCI Compliance audit by up to 95% by tokenizing all payment cards before
entering your IT environment, removing your entire environment from scope for your PCI Compliance
audit.

Best Security Solution

Data Residency and Privacy

Replace sensitive customer information with benign substitutes on the way to your mission-critical
SaaS application. Achieve full feature parity, without exposing any customer data, allowing you to
comply with privacy and residency regulations.

Test Data Management

Obfuscate all sensitive information sent from your production environment to your development
environment. Provide developers and analysts with synthetic data that has both referential integrity
while maintaining the characteristics of the original data without exposing any real information to
these lower-level environments.

Cloud Security

Anonymize all sensitive customer identifiable information in your internal data center, before sending
that data to your cloud environment. Your data protected before it leaves your environment. DataStealth
collects metadata each time a piece of data is protected, which can then be used later to make decisions
on whether or not to allow that data to be viewed or downloaded.
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